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It is important to create a culture of innovation

Idea Rationalization & Realization

I would love to be recognized as an 
innovator. I always take pride in 
generating new ideas.

When team produces great 
ideas, it helps to position the 
team better among the 
client/leadership team.

I would love to be rewarded
whenever my idea generate 
revenue for the company.

The innovation at the ground level 
can help us project our company 
better and help our clients to 
improve their business model

Historically speaking, a single 
great idea can generate/save 
millions of dollars. I would 
always prefer the consultants 
with knack for innovation.

Duane (Developer)

Madison (Snr. Analyst)

Naresh (Manager)

Rob (Senior Leader)

Donna (Client)
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Amazon has process called “working backwards”: Any employee with a big idea is encouraged to 
create a plan that includes a customer-impact statement, a mock press release, key questions, 
and perspectives from different business areas. It’s how site features such as Prime Now and 
AmazonSmile began.

At LinkedIn, in every quarter, employees are encouraged to put forward ideas, get a team 
together and craft a pitch to senior management. If approved, the team are then given three 
months to make something of it. They have free rein to pick which part of the business they 
want to improve, meaning that the company is fresh with ideas all the time.

The video-game publisher and esports pioneer encourages employees to participate in a 
semiannual challenge called the 5×5 Innovation Challenge, a tournament in which teams of five 
people are given five weeks and a $5,000 research budget to create a pitch to address a real 
company challenge, such as enhancing a key franchise.
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World’s top brands to investing heavily on workplace innovation

Idea Rationalization & Realization
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The “4i” model for workplace innovation

Idea Rationalization & Realization

IDEATE INSPIREIMPLEMENTIMPROVE
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Ideate 
Most of the ideas have emerged in a 
spontaneous manner. But it requires 
hours/months or even years of practice.

Work Studies General
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Figure: Finke's quadrant model of creativity measurement
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MARKET

What’s the value of the 
idea? What is the value 

of the market we are 
tapping into?

COMPETITION

Who are we competing 
with? What is the 

competitor’s current 
status? How can we 
achieve competitive 

advantage?

LEGAL & COMPLIANCE

Is this legal? How does 
this affect the overall 

company reputation? Is 
this ethical?

TECHNOLOGY

Can we build this idea 
with today’s 

technology? Do we 
have the access to the 

experts in the 
technology domain?

ROI

How long does it take 
to implement it? How 
much do you think it 

will cost the company? 
What are the revenue 

streams? 
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Improve – 5 step method of improving the idea

Idea Rationalization & Realization
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Implement – The process of idea becoming an innovation

FORMING THE TEAM

First step of the implementation is finding the 
right team to to build the concept.

BUILDING THE IDEA
Developing the prototype / Proof of concept 
should demonstrate the value proposition but 
not too detailed to take away attention from the 
key concept.

PROMOTING THE INNOVATION
Once the prototype is built, the next step would 
be to create the pitch, white papers and other 
materials to help the case.

Idea Rationalization & Realization
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Inspire 
People don’t buy what you do, they buy 
why you do it. (Simon Sinek)

Why?

Why the idea is relevant 
and important?

What?

What is our solution to the 
stated problem?

How?

How are we solving it with 
technology and timelines?

What else?

What else do we need to 
demonstrate the idea?
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INNOVATION
STRATEGY

By developing a culture 
of innovation among 
our team members, we 
demonstrate our 
commitment to 
improve our customer’s 
business model.

1
Idea Campaigns

Process to innovation

○ Create Campaigns manually 
for internal team members.

○ Eventually move into a better 
systematic approach. 

○ Develop rewards and 
recognition to motivate 
innovation.

2
Idea Realization

Internal incubation process

○ Create the process to 
develop ideas.

○ Have a proper selection 
process to build ideas.

○ Help the innovators with 
required leadership 
support.

3
Idea Presentation

Present the ideas

○ Demonstrate the 
internally selected ideas 
to Senior Leadership

○ Select ideas for internal 
implementation

○ Select ideas to present to 
our customers.
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Here is what some of the industry leaders have to say.

Idea Rationalization & Realization

“Organizations must actively mine and 
manage the collective wisdom and 
experiences in the firm’s ecosystem to thrive 
in an increasingly competitive market.”

“Senior executives almost unanimously (94%) 
say that people and corporate culture are the 
most important drivers of innovation.”
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